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song was Daydream Believer by the Monkees. Although sleepy Jean and
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homecoming queens have little to do with the AWS, the date and sentiment of
the title meshed perfectly with the inaugural meeting of a select group of wine
enthusiasts and Dr. Konstantin Frank, who first proposed the formation of the
Society 50 years ago. In this issue of the Journal, we will examine his life and times
and how his strong beliefs turned dreams into reality.

On the travel front, intrepid reporter George Medovoy takes us to the
California city of Oxnard, to the modern home of Herzog Wine Cellars, the West
Coast branch of Royal Wine Corporation, one of the largest distributors of kosher
wine in the United States. What is kosher wine? George explains that too.
Wine and winemakers have a lot of chemistry. Kristine Austin is fascinated with pH
and returns to this issue with part deux — did you know that the pH in your soil is
just as important as the pH in your wine?
Sharing its 50th anniversary with the AWS is the The Consortium for the Protection
of the Lugana, a wine region in Italy. Using almost exclusively Turbiana grapes,
Lugana wines have begun to amass a large following.
Part 5 in our crash course on “The Big Six of Grapes” features Merlot, courtesy of
Michael Schafer, CSW. As always, we have “21 Wines to Watch” by Ellen Landis, CS,
CSW. In this issue, Ellen features wines from California, Oregon and Washington.
Bottle prices in this issue’s collection range from $18 to $220.
				
				Stay thirsty,			
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[Ed. Note: This article is a reprint of Ed Van Dyne’s piece which ran in the Fall 1992 issue of the Journal, during the Society’s 25th anniversary]

Dr.
Konstantin
Frank
by Ed Van Dyne

G

A Retrospective

of opinion. “A man for all seasons,” said
Walter Taylor of Bully Hill Vineyards, himself

no stranger to controversy. “A true man

enius, or crazy man on the

hill? Gruff, bluff and blunt, or kind and

of the soil, a fighter for the rights of
the individual.”

hospitable? Visionar y scientist, or
intransigent troublemaker?

“I don’t know of a single act he ever
performed that was not for the purpose of

Dr. Konstantin Frank of Vinifera Wine

one exponent of eastern vinifera wine

growing, has been called these things
and many more. A consensus might be

“My respect for him and what he has done
for wine in America has never ceased to
grow,” wrote Frank J. Prial, wine columnist

“Nothing but a constant irritation, trouble
and vitriolic criticism,” remarked a retired

AWS members and others who were asked
for comment on him offered 180 degrees
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an early age he tended grapes on his
father’s farm. He earned a doctorate in
agriculture at the Polytechnic Institute of
Odessa, taught viticulture and enology,
then became technical director of a huge
government-owned vineyard.
Following World War II he and his family
made their way to Germany, then to
Bavaria where he managed a large farm-estate for the American military government.

for the New York Times.

reached on two adjectives: stubborn
and controversial.

the Russian Ukraine on July 4, 1899. From

self-aggrandizement,” commented another.

Cellars, Hammondsport, NY, founder of

the American Wine Society and number

Dr. Frank was born of German parents in

official of the Geneva Experiment Station.

In 1951, the Franks came to New York.
Handicapped by a lack of English, although
he spoke several other languages, the
only work Dr. Frank could find was washing dishes in a Horn and Hardart cafeteria.

A M E R I C A N W I N E S O C I E T Y. O R G

When he learned of the Finger Lakes wine
region he went there to offer his expertise
to the highest bidder. His only job offer
came from the Geneva Station where, to
his dismay, he was given menial jobs, such
as hoeing blueberries. Thus began two
winters of discontent., a period of servitude
during which he vainly tried to interest
the Geneva scientists in concentration of
experiment on vinifera as the salvation of
eastern wine rather than on the hybrids to
which they were deeply committed.
Dr. Frank next came to the attention of the
late Charles Fournier of Gold Seal Vineyards,
who took him on as a consultant. At Gold
Seal, he grafted vinifera to Canadian
ro o t s to c k , c o n d u c te d w i n e m a k i n g
experiments and, in 1957, made a
commercial press of Riesling.
An impressed Fournier began converting

Eugenie and Dr Frank

considerable acreage over to vinifera.
Dr. Frank bought a 118-acre farm nearby
and began grafting and setting out vines of
his own. At the age of 65, in 1962, he left
Gold Seal to start the Vinifera Wine Cellars
where he later made his celebrated wines.

NOTHING HERE BUT
US CHICKENS
Though the shot was not immediately
heard ‘round the world, Dr. Frank launched,
back there in the blueberry patch, a

grapes produced malformed chicks, he

Nonetheless, Dr. Frank made it the cutting

contended that hybrid wines could cause

edge of his offensive and hammered

grave damage to human kidneys, livers

obsessively at it. Displaying considerable

and embryos due to the diglucosides

skill in public relations, he got his con-

they contained.

tention wide exposure in the media, including a sensational column by Jack Anderson;

Not so, responded Dr. William Robinson,

lobbied state and national political leaders

chairman of the Department of Food

and stirred up investigations by federal

Science and Technology at Geneva. “There

agencies, all the while delivering endless

is nothing toxic there. A lot of glucosides in

harangues to any and all who would listen,

natural products are compounded by cya-

during which he played Bach-like variations

nide. The one in grapes has no cyanide in it.”

of the theme of deformed babies.

The German experiment was considered by

His chief podiums, known to many an AWS

most observers to be dubious at best and

member, were his back porch in summer

it is not known to have been replicated.

and kitchen in winter, enological shrines

“Thirty Years War” against hybridizers in
general and the Geneva Station in
particular. Citing an experiment done in
Germany in which hens plied with hybrid
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Interviewed on one occasion by CBS News,
he later lamented that they overlooked his
basic anti-hybrid sermon to zero in on the
arcane observation that, “French girls come
to this country and flourish, why not French
grape vines?”
His son Willibaud, who has take over operation of the winery, remembers “Poppa” as a stern disciplinarian but has always
regarded him with deep affection. Early in

Fred & Dr Frank 1971

the 24 years he commuted from New York

where visitors sipped wine and heard

winery visitor who has happened to be

almost as much partisan oratory as in the

accompanied by a comely young woman

House of Congress.

has received preferential treatment. His
attitude toward the institution of marriage

Failing eyesight and declining health had

and family was sentimental in the Old World

not much softened his views but their

tradition. He sometimes sold wine to cou-

expression was muted. The Thirty Years

ples with the admonition that they open

War has wound down. Principals from the

but one bottle a year on their anniversaries.

other camp are mostly deceased, retired

He is said to have reserved one vintage for

to distant points, or otherwise unavailable

couples married 25 years or more.

for comment, but judging from the smoke
that curled from a letter from one of them,

His own marriage to his charming Eugenie

the wounds of battle have not healed.

weathered 63 often stormy years. Insight
into their relationship was supplied by

Crusty and difficult this complex man

C. Devitt Ward, an old friend. “As stubborn

undeniably was, but there were other sides

as he might be with others, he was always

to him. He has unstintingly encouraged

docile with Eugenie. He would often defy

and taught winegrowers of many states to

her but only when she was not looking.

nurture vinifera vines. His patriotism was

When she fired back he would be very

legendary; when he hoisted the flag on

quiet and when she would leave he would

July 4, it was not to celebrate his birthday

shrug, put on a funny little smile and keep

but that of his beloved adopted country.

on doing whatever he was up to.”

MISS AMERICA YOU ARE NOT

His gallantry could also be double-edged.
“You are a beautiful lady,” he told a

His attitude toward the fair sex was

prominent AWS officer,” but Miss America

chauvinistic but gallant. Many a casual

you are not.”
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City on weekends to help in the cellar and
vineyard, he got in dutch for criticizing
a red wine as herbaceous, caused, he
believed, by too many grapes from secondary and tertiary buds. Not once from that
day forward was he again offered a red. Finally, Momma took to smuggling bottles of
red into his automobile.

MY SON ALSO HAS
DONE GOOD WORK
“Old line Europeans do not push their
children as much as Americans do,” Willy
observed. “Parents are less likely to want
their kids to surpass them in life. When I got
my degree from the University of Nuremberg, my thesis on the shortcomings versus
the potential of German agriculture attracted considerable attention. Poppa never
commented, let alone congratulated me.”
“But 15 years later, here on his back porch,
when a visiting couple bragged of the
accomplishments of their children, he dug
out that dog-eared thesis and said, “My son
also has done good work.”

A M E R I C A N W I N E S O C I E T Y. O R G

Like his father, Willy has unbounded faith

“These encounters were always stimulat-

in the future of eastern vinifera but he is

ing, and entertaining too. I never ceased to

not driven or combative about it, believ-

marvel that anyone could be so totally sure

ing in “demonstrating alternatives rather

of himself. For any one subject, as most of

than the competition.” Wise in the ways of

us are, to doubts and uncertainties, there

commerce as his father never was, he

was something enviable in this.

regrets that “Poppa’s drive stemmed
entirely from his desire to prove his theories.

A PRAGMATIC PEOPLE

Had he devoted more energy toward
making money and less toward prosely-

“There was one small suggestion which by

tizing he would have inspired many more

endless repetition I think I managed to get

people to grow more vinifera and we might

across. I urged him to realize that Americans

be years farther along.”

are a pragmatic people. Nothing impresses
them like evidence of success. Why waste

One who made this same point back in

words criticizing New York’s wine growers

the Gold Seal days is Philip Wagner [French

for not growing vinifera? That only gets

hybrid pioneer]: “The supposed antagonism

their backs up. Wouldn’t it be more effective

between us was strictly one-sided A vis-

to persuade by deeds rather than words?

it with Konstantin Frank was something
I used to look forward to on trips to the

“This is the course he eventually followed

Finger Lakes. The meeting might be in the

and so succeeded in reopening the whole

experimental vineyard or in the Fournier

question of growing vinifera in the east.

kitchen while Charles went about cooking
one of his fabulous dinners.
Shimmering sunset at 3 Horse Ranch Vineyards

Dr Frank 1970

Among those interviewed or who replied
to mailed requests for remembrances of
Dr. Frank are early members of AWS.
Hal Kohn, of Columbia, S.C., will never
forget the 1966 pilgrimage he and five
others made during which, he said, they
“had the gall to invite the Franks to taste
our homemade wines.” He remembers Mrs.
Frank “taking furtive steps to the nearest
bush and returning with an empty glass.”

THE SOCIETY IS BORN
The organization and early days of AWS
were recalled by Mr. and Mrs. Albert
Laubengayer and Harry Kerr at the Ithaca
home of Mr. and Mrs. E.S. Phillips.
Lauby and Harry had been buying juice
from Dr. Frank when they and a number of
others were invited to an outing at Vinifera
Vineyards on December 3, 1967.
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At this gathering, Dr. Frank proposed

Vinifera operation, may be the only associ-

Shaulis Advancement of Viticulture Schol-

formation of a wine society for the purpose

ate to refuse to give ear to lectures and get

arship.

of promoting American wines, and, one

away with it. “I told Dr. Frank I was ready and

emeritus from Geneva who once said, ‘To

suspects, of his theories. He named Lauby

willing to take pictures but I would not lis-

Dr. Frank I am hardly better than the phyl-

president, Harry secretary and the late

ten. He weighed the photography against

loxera.’ Frank did not mention the award

Albert Fogelsanger treasurer.

the opportunity to instruct and agreed.”

again.”

It was named for the professor

One who had serious differences with
Dr. Frank but has been willing to forgive
and forget is Russian-born Alex Brailow,
who for many years was Fournier’s right
hand man at Gold Seal. Alex was instrumental in getting Frank placed both at
Geneva and Gold Seal, but at the winery
there was a clash of strong personalities.
“In his zeal he made demands that jeopardized the entire operation. The laboratory
and all other facilities were expected to
give first priority to his experiments. The
Dr. Konstantin in the vineyard during winter

final break came when he insisted that all
our labrusca and hybrid vines be ripped

AWS mushroomed beyond all expectations

Early on, Dr. Frank gave Lauby six vines on

out and replaced with vinifera. Then came

and, as it spread, Dr. Frank lost influence.

condition that he dig the holes three feet

an ultimatum: ‘Brailow or me.’ The happy

The last straw was the move of headquar-

deep and three in diameter, separate the

result is Vinifera Wine Cellars.”

ters to Michigan at which time the doctor

top and subsoils and reverse them when

renounced his brainchild. Harry, who, in his

the vines were set.

capacity as a Cornell University agricultural

In his 1981 AWS Award of Merit acceptance,
Alex said of Dr. Frank, “You are undoubtedly

advisor spent time at Vinifera Cellars, says,

Although he had never held a card in the

familiar with his great contributions to the

“Dr. Frank displayed true love of the land

ditch diggers union, Lauby gamely set to

New York wine industry. In view of these

and for soil conservation.

work with Dr. Frank at his elbow. The

contributions we can surely be tolerant

latter was much disappointed. Laurie less

toward his intransigent pro-vinifera, anti-

“I remember his demonstrating the deep

so, when at 14 inches they struck bedrock.

hybrid attitude.” In this speech, Alex

plow he had developed in Russia. It always

The vines ended up elsewhere.

summed up his own stand in the

seemed to break down in our inhospitable

controversy with, “To me the choice is

Finger Lakes soil. He gave up using it but

Among Flip’s Frankonian memories is that

subject to economic, cultural and

used to enjoy sitting on it time to time.”

of granddaughter Barbara’s winning of an

geographic conditions.”

award while a pomology student at
“Flip” Phillips, who spent many volunteer

Cornell. “Dr. Frank was very proud of this

days making movies and still photos of the

until he heard its title. It was the Nelson J.
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The vineyard of Dr. Konstantin

IT IS NOT THE HEN
WHO CROWS

Paul, a retired Widmer Wine Cellars execu-

“Our cellar master, at one time, was a

tive and ex-president of the New York State

labrusca grower who took a jaundiced view

Wine Growers Association.

of Dr. Frank. He had a favorite saying: “If you
want to grow bananas, go to Honduras.”

When he first came to the region, Dr. Frank
stayed for a time with the Brailows. “The

“At the height of his anti-hybrid campaign,

first morning he observed me making toast

the Jack Anderson column and so forth,

“Dr. Frank had some Delaware juice at his

and coffee and inquired in astonishment

I enlisted Charles Fournier to go as

new farm and wanted to sell it to us. No

if I got my own breakfast. I admitted that

intermediary with me to call on Dr. Frank

way. We finally sneaked it in on the man’s

I did, whereupon he said, in Russian, ‘In my

and beg him to tone down his attacks.

day off.”

“As you probably know, you didn’t discuss

As the guru of eastern vinifera, Dr. Frank

At a later date, Dr. Frank gave the Brailows

things with him, you listened. We listened

did not always take kindly to the emerging

honey from the bee colonies he was tend-

a long time to the litany of the indignities

competition of Hermann Wiemer, whose

ing. “He didn’t much care for honey himself

he suffered at Geneva and that is about as

Seneca Lake cellar was also 100 percent

but kept bees because he believed their

far as we got.

vinifera. Not once did he call on Hermann

house it is not the hen who crows.’”

until tricked into doing so by Craig

stings were good for his sciatica. As a matter of fact, some European scientists were

“But as we left, I turned back and said, ‘By

Goldwyn, publisher of the International

at the time experimenting with injection

the way, how did those blueberry crops

Wine Review, who offered to take him on a

of bee venom as a treatment. In this case,

turn out?’ Dr. Frank threw his head and

vaguely defined outing.

Kostya (a nickname by which Dr. Frank was

roared with laughter.”
Showing off his thriving vines, Hermann

widely known) went directly to the source.”
An ironic switch is remembered by Jim

searched in vain for some sign of

That Dr. Frank was not, as some believe,

Gifford, now president of Gifford

approval from the master. He had about

devoid of humor, is brought out by N.H.

Consulting Services, Hammondsport.

given up hope when at the end of the tour,
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The result of this bi-accented conference:

Judging from interviews with individual

not long after, the janitor and the dean of

scientists at the Geneva Experiment

winemakers were touring Canada in

Station, there has been a change of climate

Fournier’s Alfa Romeo in search of har-

there. One of the first things Dr. Thomas

dy rootstocks.

Cottrell did when he took over the
Department of Food Science was to call on

Wholly and unselfishly dedicated or

Dr. Frank and offer the peace pipe. He

bothersome crackpot? Misguided egoist or

believes he was reasonably successful.

towering figure?
Dr. Konstantin with grafted vines

How, during the next 30 years the

after a long characteristic pause, Dr. Frank

Call him what you will, Dr. Frank has had

eastern wine scene will evolve and

said with heavy sarcasm, “So now we see

a profound and revolutionary effect on

what the vinifera-hybrid mix will be only

how wrong I was when I said we can

eastern winegrowing. Wiemer credits him

time can tell, but one thing seems clear:

grow vinifera!”

with great courage and foresight. “When I

when D r. F r a n k i n s i s t e d 5 5 y e a r s

first came over from Germany in 1969, I felt

a g o t h a t vinifera could be grown in the

just as he did that the noble grapes should

east, he knew whereof he spoke.

ALFA ROMEO AND
ROOTSTOCKS

be growing here. But I never would have
had the patience and determination to go

Goldwyn, who is adept at impersonating

it all the way alone. Had it not been for his

both men, does a hilarious take-off on the

example I would probably have moved on

first Frank-Fournier meeting. According to

to California.”

this version, the event took place during
the “two years of servitude.” The doctor
managed to be sweeping the halls of a
building where a wine conference was
taking place. When the group broke for
coffee, he heard a French accent, deduced
that this was Fournier and buttonholed
him with, “Vy you dun’t grow vinifera at
Gold Seal?”
In his articulate and urbane manner, Charles
ticked off the reasons, including severity
of climate, whereupon Dr. Frank gave him
the first of many lectures based on grape
growing in Russia, where “when you spit it
freezes before it hits the ground.”
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by Jim Rink

PRESERVING PROMOTING
for 50 Years:

The Consortium for the Protection of the Lugana

A

bout the same time that a group of kindred spirits

“Up until 15 years ago, Lugana

gathered in Hammondsport, N.Y. to form a fledgling

was a small AVA with an unknown,

wine society, a smaller — but no less dedicated —

indigenous grape variety,” said

group an ocean away that included Prof. Michele

Luca Formentini, president of the

Vescia and the Ministry of Agriculture, had the idea of

Consorzio. “But since then, we

establishing a wine region in Italy that would come to be

have seen an increased aware-

associated with Lugana. The area covers five municipalities:

ness among wine drinkers. They

Sirmione, Desenzano, Lonato and Pozzolengo in the province

now have the tools to make their

of Brescia, and Peschiera in the province of Verona.

own decisions and are more
adventurous when it comes to

The “Lugana” Denominazione di Origine Controllata (DOC),

wines. It has been very positive for Lugana.”

instituted in 1967, was the first to be awarded this status in
Lombardy, as well as one of the very first in Italy as a whole.

As a wider and more appreciative audience has developed,

In order to promote and protect the DOC, the Consortium for

said Formentini, Lugana has more than doubled its production

the Protection of the Lugana was subsequently formed, to

to keep up with demand.

promote and highlight the qualities of the denomination
and its wine.

According to Lugana DOC guidelines, a wine must contain 90%
Turbiana to be labelled Lugana. Hence, it is the predominant
grape in the region. Turbiana is a white grape, characterized
by medium large bunches with an elongated pyramid shape.
A particular characteristic of this grape is its exceptional
resistance to the cold in winter, although it is susceptible to
attacks of oidium (a type of fungal spore) and botrytis. The
Turbiana best develops its potential if cultivated in soils that are
quite dry, of a clay, siliceous and calcareous nature.

THE TERROIR
The morainic hills south of Lake Garda nurtures most of the
hectares of vineyards responsible for this unique wine; it is a
A M E R I C A N W I N E S O C I E T Y. O R G
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generous land, characterized by

The fresh Lugana is the production engine for the entire brand,

fertile layers of morainic and

its cornerstone, and the quality measure for the entire area,

sedimentary clay soil, mostly

covering almost 90% of the region. According to tasting notes

calcareous, rich in mineral salts

provided by the Consortium, the wine has a pale strawlike

and rather difficult to cultivate:

yellow color with greenish reflections; the delicate bouquet,

compact, hard and inviolable in

just perceptible, offers mixed floral sensations with a note

dry weather, boggy when it rains.

of almond; the taste is gentle, stylized, well defined, and zesty.

The belts of stratified clay become in-

Older versions of the wine have a more intense yellow color

c r e a s i n g l y sandy as the DOC terrain rises.

with a delicate scent of white flowers and citrus fruits.

The Lugana microclimate, which

Introduced in the production regulations in 1998, the Lugana

benefits from the temperate

Superiore must be aged or refined for at least one year from

breezes of Lake Garda, the

its harvest. This wine has a more varied and complex profile:

second largest lake in Europe,

the color shows more golden reflections; the scents are more

is mild and seldom subject to

articulated, ranging from field grasses, to chlorophyll, mature

sharp changes in temperature

apple, citrus fruit (tangerine primarily), combined with notes of

be-tween night and day. It truly

almond and spices and a tinge of wood. It has greater structure

is the perfect “climatic cradle” for

to the palate and is supported by a lively and toning acidity,

nurturing and enhancing cultivars like Turbiana.

and is crossed by a mineral sapidity that adds intriguing “salty”
nuances to the wine.

For many years the Turbiana was considered akin, if not
utterly confused with, the Verdicchio of Castelli di Jesi, when
in fact the latest studies prove it has aromatic characteristics
of its very own. Although genetically related, the Turbiana
is a different variety from a phenological, agronomical and
oenological standpoint.

THE FIVE LUGANAS

The Lugana Riser va, introduced in the production
regulations with the last amendment, is the natural
evolution of the Superiore variety: it must be aged or refined
for at least 24 months, six of them in bottles. It has brighter
color tones, more evolved and complex fragrances, with smoky
tinges of flint stone and balsamic reflections, and a warmer but
equally enveloping, sapid and persistent mineral tone.
The novelty is definitely represented by the Vendemmia Tardiva
The current production regulations define as many as five

(late harvest), a different Lugana, almost an “experiment,” quite

varieties of Lugana: the fresh variety, the Superiore (Superior),

different to the sweet viscosity of traditional raisin wines. This

Riserva (Reserve), Vendemmia Tardiva (Late Harvest) and the

Lugana, in fact, is made by “over-ripening” the plant, delaying

Spumante (Sparkling).

the harvest to the end of October, or beginning of November,
without having to leave the grapes to wilt in the fruit sheds.
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These richer and more concen-

A century later, Lugana Spumante (Sparkling) is thriving and

trated grapes give the Lugana a

targeted to an upscale audience. Lugana Spumante is pale

generally “late” profile, therefore

yellow, with a fine foam and a persistent and fragrant flavor,

softer and denser, but not exces-

with fruity notes if processed with the Martinotti method, or

sively sweet because the sugary

fine bouquet if fermented in the bottle. Ideal as an aperitif,

residue is effectively balanced

it is well matched with prosciutto, with Grana Padano and all

by the acidity, as is the case with

fish dishes of the Garda area tradition. Currently, the Lugana

an Alsatian Vendange Tardive or

Spumante is produced both with the Charmat or Martinotti

German Spätlese. In both cases,

method (foaming in the autoclave) as with the classic

this is a white wine that height-

method (re-fermentation in the bottle). In the first case, the

ens the best potential of the

organoleptic picture is one of greater simplicity and freshness,

Turbina grapes and represents a rarity in the Italian wine

with a primary scent of citrus fruits (citron, principally) and a

production world, because this is a table wine which is at least

more creamy and generous perlage, whereas in the second

two years old.

case it is more refined and complex, with a more elegant and
dynamic bouquet, and a more graceful and “crunchy” perlage.

The longevity of these “dry” and
“still” versions vary from type to

A RED DISGUISED AS A WHITE?

type, but also from style to style.
Now that production is increas-

Finally, under the category of je ne sais quoi, if you’re one of

ingly oriented towards wine-

those people who just can’t drink red wines, consider this

making in steel and “sur lie” (the

quote by Angelo Peretti: “In Lugana wines the evidence of the

wine is kept for long periods in its

white conceals within it the character of the red. It is a red

own yeasts to increase body and

disguised as a white. Lugana has the feminine fragrance of the

flavor), as well as towards mixed

white and the virile structure of the red.”

refinement (partly in steel and
partly in wood) for the more im-

In terms of aging, the fresh version of Lugana can also be

portant selections (for both Superiore and Riserva), the Lugana

cellared like a red, lasting from 10 to 20 years, while the

reveals itself to be even more prone to longevity than it was

Superiore and Riserva brands can last a decade or more. We

in the past.

already know the Consortium for the Protection of the Lugana
has aging potential — 50 years worth. Here’s to 50 more…

It is told that, back in the 1800s, a group of Champagne
industrialists visited the southern shores of the Lake Garda,
where they tasted the Lugana white wine and liked it so much
they thought of setting up a winery in Rivoltella for the
production of sparkling wine. The project fell through, but their
instincts were good.

About The Author
Jim Rink is editor of the Journal. He is also editor of
MAPP Alumni Magazine and co-owner of Boskydel
Vineyard in Lake Leelanau, Mich. He lives in Lake Leelanau with his wife Karen and one dog and two cats.
He can be reached at rink@americanwinesociety.org
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The Big

T

6

by Michael Schafer, CSW

of Grapes: A Crash Course
PART FIVE: MERLOT

Merlot is a relatively thin-skinned varietal

weight. Merlot is one of the varietals used

and ripens earlier than its frequent blend-

in creating Bordeaux blends.

ing partner, Cabernet Sauvignon. Softer

here are six grapes

and lighter in tannins than Cabernet, the

As with Pinot Noirs, New World and Old

that you really need to

medium acidity helps to make the wine

World styles differ rather significantly. In

know about: Riesling,

much more approachable early on than

the New World, California, Washington and

Sauvignon Blanc and

many other red wines. The blue-black

Chile are your best choices. The finest

Chardonnay are the

grapes produce an attractive deeply

California Merlots are produced primarily

white grapes. The reds

colored wine. This grape supposed-

are Pinot Noir, Merlot

ly derives its name from the word “merle,”

and Cabernet Sauvi-

French for blackbird, reflecting the dark

gnon. These grape

color of the loose bunches of large grapes.

varietals are known
and produced around

One of the best known and expensive

the world. We’ll learn

wines on the planet, Chateau Petrus, is

a bit about each grape, its aromas and

made mostly from this charming grape.

flavors, and potential food pairings.

While Chateau Petrus is eminently ageable,
most Merlots are ready to enjoy when

Grape number five in our crash course is

bottled. This is a great reason to sample

Merlot (mehr-LOH). Much maligned, par-

Merlots from California. Washington and

ticularly after the major character Miles in

Chile. Another reason is that, like Malbec,

the movie Sideways asked for “anything but

the name of the grape and wine is very

Merlot,” this frequently fruit-forward grape is

easy to pronounce!

the dominant grape in red Bordeaux wines.
It’s back on track to being a very popular

Cherries, plums, bell peppers, chocolate

wine. Merlot is made as a single varietal in

and tobacco are aromas and flavors

much of the New World (the world outside

frequently found in Merlots. Vanilla,

Europe) and is a very versatile wine on your

nutmeg and clove are also discernible,

dinner table. Merlot based wines are very

depending on the oak used to age the

“approachable.”

wine. These wines are usually medium-bodied, however when blended with
Cabernet Sauvignon, they take on a heftier
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in the Napa Valley and Dry Creek Valley of

Pairing Merlots with your favorite dishes is a

c o u r s e , Bordeaux is the classic Merlot-

Sonoma County. These juicy, voluptuous

breeze. The key is to be sensitive to the style

based pour to pair with heartier entrees.

reds are versatile and ver y user-

of wine you are using to complement your

Lamb and venison are superb when served

friendly. Washington State Merlots are

food. Lighter style wines with less tannin

with a big, beautiful Bordeaux. One caveat

usually deeper, darker and richer than

and higher acid match well with grilled and

about Merlot-based Bordeaux wines; while

their California counterparts. Chilean ver-

roasted poultry and game, especially duck.

they do not need as much aging as

sions are great values, offering more earthy,

Even salmon and tuna are better when

Cabernet Sauvignon based Bordeaux

herbal and chocolate notes than their New

enjoyed with a light Merlot. Think of these

wines, they can be rather “rough around

World wine cousins.

wines as Pinot Noirs on steroids! They are

the edges” when young.

very flexible food partners.
In the Old World, French versions usually
blend Merlot with varying percentages

Merlots that are fruity, medium bodied,

of Cabernet Sauvignon, Malbec,

middle of the road in tannins, and

About The Author

Cabernet Franc and Petit Verdot. As you

moderately acidic go great with All-

Michael Schafer Esq. is a sommelier and

know, Bordeaux wines are some of the

American classics like hamburgers and

CSW (Certified Specialist of Wine) based

best, expensive and long-lived wines in

pizza. Some Mexican or Tex-Mex entrees

in Michigan. As an instructor at

the world. These versions of Merlot-based

such as chicken or steak fajitas and

Baker College and Dorsey Schools,

wines are denser, more tannic than their

quesadillas are highlighted by a middle-of-

he teaches classes about wine, beer and

New World counterparts. These are

the-road Merlot.

spirits. He also appears at wine festivals
and events. You can reach Michael at

truly “food wines.” They are most enjoyable
when paired with dishes containing fat.

When enjoying grilled or roasted meats,

winecounselor.net or at his Twitter

Sauces such as Hollandaise and Béarnaise

weightier, more tannic Merlots are ex-

account @WineCounselor.

are accentuated by Old World Merlots, as

cellent matches. Wines from Washington

are flank steaks and filet mignon.

State and Chile are excellent values. Of
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by George Medovoy

at Herzog Wine

A

bout 60 miles north of
Los Angeles lies the city
of Oxnard, once a

sleepy little farm town,

where today sprawling

fields of strawberries and
artichokes compete with
stylish new homes and
shopping malls.

and restaurant to Oxnard?

It’s yet another example of California’s massive urbanization,

For the answer, it’s helpful to trace the Herzog family roots back

except that here in Oxnard there’s a surprising twist: in a quiet

to the Austro-Hungarian Empire, where Phillip Herzog made

industrial park bordered by farmland is the modern home of

wines for Emperor Franz Joseph. Phillip’s wines were so good

Herzog Wine Cellars, the West Coast branch of Royal Wine

that Franz Joseph bestowed upon him the honorary title

Corporation, one of the largest distributors of kosher wine in

of “Baron.”

the United States.
Everything continued to go well until Hitler’s invasion of
And inside the winery you’ll find an intimate little gem called

Czechoslovakia, when the Herzog family was forced into hid-

Tierra Sur, Herzog Wine Cellars’ kosher restaurant whose imagi-

ing, protected by non-Jews who also watched over the winery

native menu attracts diners from near and far.

until the war’s end. But the Herzogs’ problems weren’t over yet.
When the Communists came to power in 1948, they made it

But when you consider that the Jewish community here is so

impossible for Phillip’s son Eugene to run an independent

small, the logical question is: What brought a kosher winery
18 |
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winery. So, practically penniless, Eugene took his wife and six chil-

under the Kedem label. Today, the 35-acre Kedem winery is lo-

dren, along with two war orphans, to America to start a new life.

cated in Marlboro, New York.

FROM WAR-TORN TO WINE EMPIRE

Royal Wine imports and distributes kosher wines from Israel,
France, Italy, Spain, New Zealand and Argentina, plus an assort-

Eugene found a job with a small winery in New York City which

ment of kosher spirits and liqueurs. In 1985 the company estab-

was making sweet, syrupy kosher wine from Concord grapes –

lished a presence in the blossoming California wine market un-

hardly the fine dry wines he had made in Europe.

der the Baron Herzog label, sourcing its grapes from vineyards
up and down the state and exercising important control over

“So my grandfather started making those (sweet) wines,” said

growing conditions.

eighth-generation Joseph Herzog, who heads Herzog’s California operation. “But he always had the yearning…to produce

Herzog Wine Cellars provides consumers with many choices.

great quality wine like they did in Europe.”

For example, there’s Cabernet Sauvignon from the Napa

Cellars in California
In New York, grandfather Herzog worked as winemaker, truck

Valley, small- project Pinot Noir and Syrah from the Central

driver and salesman all in one, paid partially in company stock.

Coast above Santa Barbara, Herzog Late-Harvest Riesling from

When the other investors sold out, the Herzog’s took over the

the Monterey area, and a Chardonnay from the Russian River

company, Royal Wine Corporation, and added a line of wines

area, to name just a few. Under its Single Vineyard label, the
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winery searches out varieties native to different California

presented live music, wine and food served reception-style,

microclimates -- the objective being to produce wines which

while “Herzog Cigar Night” offered guests a complimentary

might not otherwise be available to kosher consumers.

cigar, wine and food.

In the beginning, the Herzog’s did not have their own winery

The winery tends to do a mix of 30 percent new and one, two,

in California and therefore leased space from other wineries,

three and four-year-old barrels to provide what Hurliman calls

including Christian Brothers. Joseph Herzog recalls that period

“more flexibility” when blending a particular wine. “So we don’t

in the company’s history with some humor, referring to a

have something that is just so dramatically oak that we can’t

working arrangement between the “Christian Brothers” and the

have the elegance that we’re looking for in the wine,” he says.

“Jewish brothers,” adding: “We were the ‘wandering Jews’ for 20

The winery does, however, make one or two small wines that

years, though not quite as much as Moses in the desert…”

will be 100 percent new, French oak, but these are grapes that
can handle that influence.

WHEN WINES SPEAK		
Hurliman’s wine-making philosophy reflects his easy-going
style. “I allow the wines to speak to me,” he explains. “I’m not
going to force them into a certain block, especially when
you’re talking about the Special Editions or the Special Reserve
wines because those are really wines that are focused on
vintage-to-vintage variabilities.
A major change occurred in 2005, when Royal Wine decided

“But these…differences can really make such an amazing flavor

to build its own winery in Oxnard about 38 miles south of

profile or aroma profile that that’s what you want. You don’t

Santa Barbara. At the helm of the day-to-day operations today

want to force them into being something they’re not. So that’s

are head winemaker Joe Hurliman and assistant winemakers

what’s really exciting….

Barry Henderson and Alicia Wilbur, who is also an oenologist
and sommelier.

“Let’s say we were going to be doing the 2015 Herzog
Alexander Valley Special Reserve Cabernet Sauvignon and we

Hurliman saw the decision to build the winery as “the perfect

laid out 100 barrels on the floor. The wines are basically set out

opportunity” to create a state-of-the-art facility “with all of the

for me so that I can taste each barrel. Maybe there’s two barrels

toys, bells and whistles that you would want in a larger winery

that are fine, but they’re not really Alexander Valley Special

but also in a little boutique winery…and kind of run them in-

Reserve level, so I will just declassify them.”

dependently of themselves in the same space.” The two-story
winery owns about 2,500 barrels, and the barrel room is humid-

Herzog’s wines are found across the United States, with the

ified and temperature-controlled.

largest markets being in California, New York, New Jersey,
Florida, Texas and the Chicago area. With its Baron Herzog label,

Visitors can take a self-guided tour on the second floor, which

it markets wines like Chardonnay, Merlot, Zinfandel, Cabernet

features windows that look down on the wine-making process.

Sauvignon, Sauvignon Blanc, and Chenin Blanc. These wines

The stylish first floor features Tierra Sur restaurant, a stand-out

are typically sold for $15 or less.

wine-tasting bar, and a gift area, which includes fine cigars
from the winery’s cigar and wine club.

Herzog Special Reserve and Limited Edition wines start around
$50 and go up from there. An example is Clone 6, probably

During the year the winery sponsors special events with wine,

Herzog Wine Cellars’ most expensive wine. It’s a Cabernet

food and cigars. For example, the “Baron & Chill BBQ”

Sauvignon from Chalk Hill, a prized Sonoma County AVA, and
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is only produced when Hurliman decides that the grapes are

“It’s a very gentle, ‘babied’ process,” says Wilbur. “We check

showing their best.

it every day, we go and say ‘Hi’ to it every day and track the
fermentation. The thing about the Late Harvest wines is that

The term Clone 6 refers to the Cabernet Sauvignon clone type

we don’t let them go dry, but we allow them to keep a certain

that is producing what assistant winemaker Wilbur calls “the

level of sugar, which makes them sweeter and also have less

most spectacular berries, the most spectacular grapes.”

alcohol…When we stop the fermentation, it’s generally around
8 to10 percent alcohol and 10 to12 percent residual sugar.”

In 2010, the Herzog’s acquired a 280-acre estate vineyard in
Clarksburg near the Sacramento River, complementing the

On the Cabernet Sauvignon front, for the first time ever the

other areas in the state where it sources its grapes. Ironically,

winery has released a Cabernet under the Herzog Special

the estate is located on Herzog Road, although there is no

Reserve label from Lake County in California’s north, which

family link.

Joseph Herzog characterizes as an “up and coming region.”

The Clarksburg vineyard grows mostly whites, along with a

Turning to the Clarksburg Chenin Blanc, Wilbur calls it “one of

20-acre block of 12 different varieties used to make a red field

the best Chenin Blancs in the United States.” Priced under $10

blend called Camouflage. The grapes for this wine are all

a bottle, it is “like a perfect crowd pleaser…good for your

harvested on the same day and brought down to Oxnard to be

barbecues, good for summer.”

fermented into red wine.
Another exciting offering from the winery is Herzog Variations

KISS OF OAK

3, 4 and 5, a blending of Cabernets from distinct California AVA’s
and microclimates. The idea is to actually show the variations of

In Hurliman’s words, the wine has a “very small kiss of oak” and

flavor profiles when you take variations of the same variety and

not too much overpowering wood influence. “To me,” he says,

blend them together.

“it’s very reminiscent of those alluring red blends in the warmer
parts of Spain.” Because the blend will be different each year,

“So Variations 3 is actually Napa, Santa Barbara, and Paso Robles

consumers can taste the difference between each vintage.

counties blended together,” Hurliman says. “They’re all made
separately, and then I go ahead and decide on the blend.” The
process continues similarly with Variations 4, which is 3 plus
one more, while Variations 5 is 3 plus two more.
“You know,” says Wilbur, “One of the things that we get to do as
winemakers is the blending, the bench trials and the tasting.
It’s just fascinating to see how one percent of Cabernet from
Mendocino changes the whole blend when you add it to
Cabernet that’s primarily from Paso Robles. It’s an art form, and
it’s a whole lot of fun to be part of.”

BATTLE OF THE BARRELS
One of my own favorites is the Herzog Late Harvest Orange
Muscat, a delightful “picnic” wine with beautiful color and

Another interesting chapter of Herzog Variations is the “Battle

aromatics. For this wine, the grapes are left out in the vineyard

of the Barrels.” In this scenario, two exact Cabernets are each

a bit longer to increase ripeness and, of course, residual sugar.

separately aged for nine months in 100 percent American oak

Then they are brought into the winery and fermented slowly

and 100 percent French oak.

for several months.
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This approach took a number of years to perfect in order to

Another tasty Platillo is a salad of charred baby kale, sun-dried

find a wine with enough fruit to make it interesting. Hurliman

tomatoes, pickles and nuts. And then there’s beets marinated

eventually focused on California’s North Coast, barreling on the

lovingly in soy, ginger and garlic.

same day with nine months of aging. “It’s the same exact wine,”
he says. “It just happens to be aged in American or French oak.

Other lunch items include Tierra Sur’s splendid Lemon and

It’s also the same exact barrel maker…everything is the same,

Garlic Chicken Breast Sandwich with basil aioli and house-made

except the nuances in the wine…are barrel-driven. But you still

lamb bacon; House-Made Fettuccini with roasted mushroom,

have the essence of the fruit to allow you to enjoy the wine.”

sugar snap peas, onion soubise, and lamb bacon; and Tacos

Even the label on the bottle is made out of very thin wood!

De Pescado – fish of the day fried in chipotle tempura batter,
with poblano slaw, pepinillos escabeche, and micro herbs on

TIERRA SUR — FOLLOW THE SEASONS

a house-made tortilla. The restaurant also offers a wine-paired
lunch with two or three two-ounce pours from the wine list.

A unique part of the Herzog
story is the collaboration

Tierra Sur’s dining room can accommodate about 38 peo-

between winemakers and Chef

ple, while an adjacent dining area can serve about 40-50.

Gabe Garcia of Tierra Sur.

On a recent visit, my wife and I reserved a table for an early

Garcia’s dedication to the qual-

dinner, beginning with warm appetizers. My wife selected

it y of ingredients reigns

the House-Made Hubbard Squash Ravioli filled with a puree

supreme. As he told me during

of roasted squash, garlic and fresh thyme. I chose the House-

my visit: “Ingredients first, (and)

Made Semolina Spaghetti with a corn-poblano puree and

follow the seasons…” So it’s

tongue prepared two ways.

typical for farmers to text Garcia
about newly-harvested tomatoes or strawberries, for example – and would he like some?

Garcia transformed the tongue, giving it a whole new
character by braising small cubes of it whole in onion stock
with fresh oregano, garlic, and a “tiny bite” of fresh jalapeño for

“I’m fortunate to have that relationship,” he says. “It’s awesome.

about three hours.

We’re in a coastal area that’s surrounded by mountains…So I
have farmer friends up in the mountains around Santa Paula,

The semolina, made with flour and water, was intended to be

which is a neighboring city to us.

“noodle-like, playing with the notion of ramen.” Garcia
garnished the dish with grilled corn, red bell peppers and

“They grow more citrus, heartier vegetables…Then I also have

topped it with crispy-thin strips of fried tongue.

farmer friends closer to the coast, and they sell me seascape
strawberries, softer greens, more leafy lettuce, and you can see
the differences. Usually this produce is going up north or to Las
Vegas or L.A. I’m fortunate to have it at my doorstep.”
The end result of this collaboration shines in Tierra Sur’s unparalleled menu, like the wonderful luncheon Chile Relleno Platillos
I can never get enough of. They are stuffed with potatoes and
taramasalata to mimic the cheesy richness of this classic dish.
For Garcia, the Platillos depend a lot on what the farmers

My wife’s ravioli was filled with dreamy flavors of roasted,

happen to have in abundance on any given day. For example,

foraged mushrooms, tomato shallot paste, pickled mustard

if they have a lot of carrots, Garcia will use carrots.

greens and toasted pine nuts.
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Sporting his trademark cap, Garcia notes that food changes
according to the Jewish holidays: “I never knew that prior to
working here. We follow the seasons, so our menu changes
constantly, also influenced in a major way by the arrival of new
seasonal produce.”
But it gets personal, too, as Garcia has discovered intriguing
similarities between Jewish cuisine and his grandparents’
Mexican table, where meals were “full-flavored, full of warmth,
lots of spice – coriander, cumin, cinnamon.”

FOLLOW THE WINE
Wine, of course, plays a central role at Tierra Sur, including
Garcia chose golden chanterelle and lobster mushrooms from
Oregon and hedgehog mushrooms from Canada. These were
roasted with olive oil, minced garlic, minced shallots, white
wine and savory herbs, thus yielding a symphony of very

special dinners like the one focusing on France. Garcia notes:
“The first thing I ask is ‘What are we pouring? What are the
flavor notes of this particular wine?’ That dictates…what I’m
going to be cooking…and then I see what I have in the pantry

pleasing flavors.

to go with it.”

For the main dish, we selected the exceptionally-tender, 280-gr.

Characterizing his environment as a “laboratory of wine,” the

Crescent Certified Angus Beef Steak, prepared with mesquite

imaginative chef remembers one lucky day when winemaker

and oak on Tierra Sur’s very popular outside wood-fire grill.

Hurliman walked into his kitchen with a sample of a white wine

We shared a dessert, made by Tierra Sur’s own pastry chef, of

away with the flavors of pineapple and guava.”

hazelnut-and-coffee semifreddo, which, with a meringue
cookie, was the perfect conclusion to a perfect dinner.
For Chef Garcia, who is not Jewish, cooking kosher has meant
learning to adapt and be “more savvy” because kosher
restaurants can’t mix dairy and meat and cannot use pork or
shell fish. Of course, there are ways around these restrictions,

he had been fermenting. Garcia exclaimed: “I was just blown

In the end, it’s all part of the good fortune of cooking in a
winery, or as Garcia puts it, “It’s a playground…why not play?”
For more information on the winery and the restaurant, visit
www.herzogwinecellars.com. Reservations are recommended
for Tierra Sur.

like making “lamb bacon” as a substitute for the real thing.
“We never saw the restaurant as kosher,” Garcia says. “We just
said, ‘Okay, no dairy, no shell fish, no pork’, and we kept moving
forward, embracing the ingredients…”
Tierra Sur recently offered a special dinner spotlighting France.
But the menu included that traditional French favorite,
bouillabaisse, which typically uses shell fish. So what to do?
Garcia’s answer was a fish fume with smoked tomatoes,
different fish with varied fish textures: fish sausage, grilled fish,
fried fish, “giving it all a modern twist, less rustic, more refined.
A M E R I C A N W I N E S O C I E T Y. O R G
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SIDEBAR: WHAT
MAKES WINES KOSHER?

non-Jews. But wines which are not flash

wine is something that we’ve touched

pasteurized may only be opened by

(and) is on thousands of Sabbath tables

Sabbath-observant Jews at such events.

and (is used at) bar mitz vahs and

It’s a commonly-asked question: What

Jewish weddings. It’s just…very humbling

makes wine kosher? First of all, it isn’t

And does the winemaker have to be

blessed by a rabbi. That’s just a popular

Jewish? Not necessarily, as long as he or

misconception. To be kosher, wine and

she does not handle anything in the cellar.

everything used in the wine-making

and special.”

Of course, you don’t have to be Jewish to
enjoy kosher wine or kosher food. I’m

process must be handled by Sabbath-ob-

By the way, this rule also applies to

reminded of one afternoon at the winery

servant Jews from the moment the grapes

someone who is J e wish but not

when someone who had been wine

arrive at the winery to when the finished

Sabbath-observant.

tasting noticed a Baron Herzog gift

product is bottled.

package and suggested: “Wouldn’t that
Kosher wine derives

from an ancient

look nice under the Christmas tree?”

Some kosher wineries like Herzog Wine

Jewish prohibition against using wine that

Cellars flash pasteurize their wine, a

was part of idol worship. In modern times

process known in Hebrew as “mevushal.”

kosher wine underscores one of the many

On the other hand, there are kosher

ways observant Jews incorporate tradition

wineries which do not do so, but their

into virtually every aspect of daily life,

wines are still considered kosher as long as

including the centrality of marking the

Sabbath-observant Jews handle the process.

Sabbath with wine made by Sabbath-

site,

observant Jews.

com, covers regional California

At formal Jewish events like weddings or
bar mitzvahs, flash-pasteurized
wines may be opened by

George Medovoy is a longtime contributor to the Journal. George is a
veteran travel writer, whose webwww.PostcardsForYou.

destinations, as well as national
“For me especially,” notes assistant
winemaker Alicia Wilbur, who is

Jews who are not

About The Author

and overseas travel. George can be
reached at tpostcard@aol.com.

herself Sabbath-observant,

Sabbath-observant
as well as

“wine in a Jewish
contex t is transformative. You know,
we use wine to mark
our holy days, we use wine to
welcome the Sabbath, we use
wine to say good-bye to the Sabbath.
It’s so holy…it’s a very humbling position
to…work in this place and know that our…
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pH
N

ow where were we…In the last issue of the

the sequel
by Kristine Austin

pH IN THE VINEYARD

Journal, we learned that pH is a measure of
hydrogen ions (H+) and hydroxide ions (OH-)

How we feed ourselves, nourish our bodies, plays a big role in

and the respective amounts of these ions

our health. Similarly, how we feed our vines and treat the soil

determines if the pH reading is to be

in which they live plays a huge role in vine health. If you

considered either acidic, neutral or basic.

are growing your own grapes, knowing the composition of

Those are the basics.

your soil is very important. Sending out a sample for analysis
is probably the easiest, most cost effective way to get answers

I continue with the topic of pH in this issue, because I want to

and well worth it. Knowing the nutrient content in conjunction

make sure I address two important additional aspects: one in

with the nutrient availability (dependent on pH) of the soil in

the vineyard and one in the winery.

your vineyard can tell you deficiencies or toxicities that need to
be corrected in order to have healthy vines. Even if you are not
growing your own grapes, having knowledge about the soil
in which your grapes are being grown can be very useful for
picking and winemaking decisions.
The pH of the soil contributes to several factors that affect plant
growth such as nutrient leaching, nutrient availability, soil
bacteria, toxicity issues, and even soil structure. What is the
optimal pH range for soil? Having a soil within a range of
5.5 to 8.5 is realistically workable. Of course, ideally you would
want the pH to be between 6.5 and 7.5, having low salinity
and low chlorine.

A M E R I C A N W I N E S O C I E T Y. O R G
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is naturally quite alkaline, the chances of
changing the nature of that soil to become
slightly acidic are unrealistic. However,
if the adjustment is only to bring the pH of
the soil back to its natural state, then the results of the adjustment are much more reliable. For instance, it is not uncommon for a
vineyard to become slightly acidic as years
pass, due to the spraying of elemental
Nutrients and minerals must be dissolved in the soil solution in

sulfur as a fungicide. In this case, lime is often used to raise the

order to be used by the plant. The pH of the soil has an effect

pH of the soil. The addition of lime replaces hydrogen ions,

on which nutrients are bound in the soil and which are in a

thus raising soil pH and can also be an easy way to add two

form that the roots are able to take up, otherwise known as

essential nutrients, calcium and magnesium, to the soil.

available nutrients.
There are two common products on the market: one is calcitic
Soil pH has a great effect on the solubility and thus the

lime which contains calcium, and the other is dolomite lime

availability of nutrients and minerals. Most minerals and

which contains magnesium. The amount of product needed

nutrients are more soluble/available to the plant in slightly

to make an adjustment to the soil is dependent on a number

acidic soils in comparison to neutral or alkaline soils. It is worth

of factors such as soil texture and structure and should not be

qualifying the terms strongly acidic, slightly acidic and so on

applied haphazardly. Do your homework, run the analysis and

because they have a different pH reference range than if we

ask a professional.

were talking about wine. Strongly acidic is generally 5.5 or
below. Slightly acidic is 5.6 to neutral (or 7), slightly alkaline

Soil pH can influence the activity of beneficial microorganisms

being greater than 7 and strongly alkaline being 8.5 or above.

(who we love and cherish). Those little guys operate best in
soil with a pH between 5.5 to 7.0. These bacteria decompose

In general, availability of micronutrients (zinc, manganese,

organic matter in the soil and are hindered by strongly acidic

copper, iron) is high in acidic soils and low in alkaline

soils. Slowing down these bacteria slows down the breaking

soils. Of course, high availability of these nutrients walks a fine

down of organic material, leaving it in a state that is not

line between sufficient and too much, otherwise known as a

available for uptake by the plant roots. We need an optimal pH

nutrient toxicity.

in order to keep these little guys happy. They help make
available nitrogen, which is essential to plant health.

In strongly acidic soils, high amounts of free aluminum and free
iron precipitate phosphorus out of the soil solution, making

HEALTHY FERMENTATION

the phosphorus unavailable to the plant. Phosphorus is never
readily soluble in the soil but is most available in a pH around

Healthy soils lend themselves to healthy plants and healthy

6.5. And then, there’s the high amounts of aluminum that can

plants lend themselves to healthy fermentations. What do I

be toxic for root growth. There seem to be so many things that

mean by this? Well, fermentation is a living thing and the yeast

can go wrong when the soil becomes too acidic. Not to worry,

doing all the work need nutrients too, especially nitrogen. The

there are soil adjustments that can be made and raising the pH

natural nitrogen in the grapes is the best source of nitrogen

of the soil is one of the most common.

for the yeast. But sometimes that supply is not enough
and nutrient additions need to be made after the yeast has

SOIL CORRECTIONS

consumed all of the natural nitrogen.

Soil corrections or adjustments are possible but usually are

However, I’ve seen, more often than not, that winemakers use

only effective when making slight adjustments. If the soil

the same amount of yeast nutrient across the board for
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every fermentation. While this may serve as a safety net in some
respects, it can also sometimes lead to off odors, a too-vigorous
fermentation or left over nitrogen, which can be consumed by
organisms other than yeast and ML bacteria. There is a fairly
simple lab analysis to determine how much nitrogen is in your
juice, or it can be sent out for analysis. I know most of you will
not have time to run every lot but if you tend to consistently

CLASSIFIEDS

ITALIAN WINE TOURS
La Dolce Vita Wine Tours

have issues with one vineyard, testing for nitrogen might help

Sample the best of Barolo, Brunello & more.

provide possible solutions. There are general trends amongst

Small groups (2-14), gourmet dinners, informative

vineyards and once you know which vineyards tend to be more

guides on 17 itineraries in Italy, Rioja & the Douro

deficient in nitrogen you can adjust your fermentation plans.

pH IN THE WINERY
Now lets take a stroll through the winery and look into pH
where it matters most and that is, in my opinion, in
microbial stability and sulfur additions. I’ve briefly mentioned
pH in respect to sulfur additions in some previous articles but

Valley.
Also wine/hiking combos.

888.746.0022
dolcetours.com

it occurred to me that I might be oversimplifying without
actually explaining. Let’s dive right now into the understanding of the relationship between pH and free sulfur.
The most common form of sulfur used in the winery is in the
form of potassium metabisulphite or KMBS. When this powder
is put into liquid (water or wine) it dissociates into a seemingly
complicated chemical equation which I won’t bother you with,
just know that one of those chemicals is sulfur dioxide or
SO2. I wish it was as easy as that, but sorry there’s more to it.
So there are three forms that sulfur dioxide can take in
an aqueous solution, molecular sulfur dioxide (SO2), bisulphite
(HSO3-), and sulphite (SO32-).

good chance that all of those free parts of sulfur might not stay
in the form of molecular SO2 which is the one that does all the
superb protective work. The amount that will stay in that form
is entirely dependent on the pH of the wine! Gosh that sounds
complicated…fortunately someone else already figured it out
and put it all in an easily readable chart! The chart is titled
“calculating molecular SO2” and it takes into account the pH
of the wine and gives you the amount of free sulfur you need
to have in order to maintain an effective amount of molecular
SO2 in the wine. “Work smarter not harder” is my motto.

The distribution of these three forms is entirely dependent on
pH. At wine pH (between 2.5 and 4.5) we are dealing with only
two of these forms: molecular (SO2) and bisulphite (HSO3-).
The molecular form is the only one that provides the protective
qualities we need, but both are considered free forms of sulfur.
Both are also capable of being bound in the wine solution.
Let’s step back for a moment and look at an example. We are

About The Author
Kristine Austin could be considered an over-educated
migrant worker. With a degree in philosophy and a
degree in enology she travels the world making wine,

making a sulfur addition to a wine that just finished fermen-

working for great winemakers, doing the hard work and

tation (either primary or malolactic). In the past, we decide

getting zero credit (but having very few responsibil-

how many parts free we want (say 50ppm) and use the nifty

ities). Kristine can be reached at kristine.austin@

calculation provided to us and voilà, we are feeling good that

gmail.com

our wine is protected. But wait, we just learned that there is a
A M E R I C A N W I N E S O C I E T Y. O R G
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by George Medovoy

BBUBBLES
by Eric Miller

W

Prepare yourself for the next British Invasion

hen our oldest son, who lives in
London, married a dozen years
ago he k new I loved Krug
Champagne and served it. But
			
my curiosity was greater than
			
old habits so I added a British
			
sparkling wine to the beverage
list. Happily the Nyetimber I chose held its own in this distinguished company. I have since discovered the Wine Pantry, at
London’s Borough Market. Its staff is extremely knowledgeable
with a selection of wines. I am drawn there like a moth to a
flame every time I’m in London because one can also buy
fresh truffles, amazing British cheeses, a brace of quail, just
about anything grown in the EU and is only a few blocks from
our son’s AirBnB. Last fall I determined to go a step further and
meet the nervy new sparkling nobility.

1980’s, several hundred acres of vineyards began to rise from
what’s called “Greensand” over red sandstone, the surface of
which fairly glows with shiny flint in the North Downs. Some
sites are loamy and most face south to maximize sunlight but
all have the signature well-drained chalk. These soils can be
traced back to the white cliffs of Dover, to the Isle of Mann,
to the chalk escarpments of Champagne. Indeed there was no
hesitation referring to true French Champagne when talking
to British winemakers. These competitive Brits described
Champagne as having once been in the perfect temperature
zone but with climate change it’s getting….rather hot?
Coincidentally England is now warming into the perfect cool
growing season. At the same time they proudly point out that
Taittinger, Moët et Chandon and Bollinger have purchased land
in the Downs, they drop to their knees and pray the French will
not rush to production.

The Terroir

The Grapes

There are about 4500 acres of grapes grown for still and
sparkling wine in the UK. My interest was exclusively vinifera
grapes sparkling wine so I charted a zig zag course on the
weasel roads between the Thames and the English Channel,
from county Kent to West Sussex. Destination North and South
Downs - where once grew mighty oaks for Marine construction, hops, golf courses and soft fruits. Starting in the late

With memories of what seemed like continuous rain when I
lived in County Surrey, it came as a shock that several of these
British bubblers are growing the classic Champagne varieties,
Chardonnay, Pinot Noir and Pinot Munier, either sustainably or
organically! Still, I noticed they pay a price for such responsible
husbandry of the land. In some vineyards I did see the
occasional downy mildew, powdery mildew scarring from an
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early season infection and some rather pale undernourished
leaves. Interestingly no one seems to grow the now-native
Wrothham Pinot (a 2,000 year old clone of Pinot Noir).
In what may become a David and Goliath-like duel Champagne
produces about 300 million bottles per year vs about 6 million
across the pond. The English have been making wine forever from the likes of rose petals, apples, honey, tree roots and
small stones. They have also cultivated grapes since they had
greenhouses but there hasn’t been a commercial viticulture.
Unlike many other emerging wine regions the British Agents
of Bubbles came out of the gate with superb quality and nervy
high prices. They might be compared to the bottom end of
Champagne prices. I expect the Brits prefer to compare their
top bubblers to the pinnacle of Champagnes, in which case
they are the bargain of the century! Fact is, they have been
winning awards at respected competitions where they go up
against, and frequently best, their Champagne counterparts.

So what do they taste like?
In general the signature features are very much like high
quality Champagne. They can have a light straw color,
never-ending tiny bubbles, smells of fresh green apple (sometimes including caramel, toast and rising bread - my favorites)
and a piercing acidity that carries the whole package to a
lengthy finish. I believe British Bubbles develop those smells
and flavors a little sooner than their French counterparts so
may not need to be laid down as long. They are a bit leaner
and more acidic in general, but those too are features of the
Champagne I seek out and cellar.

Houses of Bubbles
The sparkling wine makers I met are unique and effervescent.
I’m not kidding. On the Wiston Estate, after meandering lost
among miles of row crops and upsetting thousands of quail
and pheasants, I was saved by a young man who ran through
the mud in shorts and heavy work boots, laughing and gimbaling with his tiger-striped mutt. Dermot Sugrue. Great name for
a great winemaker.
Wiston Estate has been owned and managed by the Goring
family since 1793. It covers 6,000 acres with 16 acres of perfectly coiffed vines, which sadly had been crop-thinned by a
spring frost. Dermot previously had several years making wine
at Nyetimber. He signed on to Wiston because its soils and
climate gave him what he needs to make his ideal sparkling
wines. I’m sure the resources didn’t hurt. The winery is
camouflaged as a barn or grain elevator and visitors are not

A M E R I C A N W I N E S O C I E T Y. O R G

yet encouraged but it had all the basic tanks and appropriate
delicate equipment for great work. He showed me a line-up of
nine Sparkling wines. These wines literally brought me to tears,
resolving the question of whether or not fine British Bubbles
was a one-off. For more information: wistonestate.com
Exton Park Vineyard’s dynamic duo of Corinne Seely
(winemaker) and Fred Langdale (vineyard manager) are slightly
newer kids on the block. Their boundless energy and eager
creativity takes the zingy acid regional signature to the max.
A new winery is under construction beside a vineyard
of perfectly balanced vines that had avoided the spring frost.
The stark white chalk scree excavated during foundation work
reminded me what made those vines so happy. This winery
sits on a private but restricted conservancy of 1,000 acres. It
has decided to limit its size to the current 55 acres, which was
planted over the past 13 years. 2011 was the first harvest.
extonparkvineyard.com.
The pioneering Nyetimber winery kindly invited me as their
guest the one day each year they are open to the public. The
grounds are a handsome understated English garden with
a small and humbling car park replete with Teslas, Bentleys
and the like. The estate was first recorded in the Doomsday
Book in 1086. Then there was the planting of the first vines in
1988, grown now to 420 acres, almost exactly 900 years later.
We walked the vineyard, looking south over the Downs to
an ex-golf green, soon to be Chardonnay and Pinot Noir. The
ancient barn where I met Sherry Sprigs and Brad Greatrix, the
winemaker and her assistant, was chilled by a damp breeze
drifting though gaps in the centuries old plank siding. Sherry
guided our lightly frosted group through 4 sparklers with slides
of their modern vineyard and winemaking equipment.
No surprise that all of their superb wines are from their own
grapes. nyetimber.com.
You will be thrilled by Chapel Down and several other excellent
sparklers. It’s well-worth the trip to England to taste them
although a few are available in the US.

About The Author
Eric Miller has been an east coast American winemaker
for more than 40 years, first at his family’s Benmarl
Vineyards in New York State and then at Chaddsford
Winery in Pennsylvania, which he founded and co-owned
from 1982 through 2012. He has spent all of his adult life
growing, conceiving and producing wines, learning and
teaching about wine, traveling to wine regions around the
world, and, most importantly, tasting and drinking wine.
He can be reached at www.Eric@SluttyZin.com.
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21 Wines to Watch

Ellen Landis, CS, CSW

Trinitas Cellars | 2013 Chardonnay | Los Carneros, California

Triple Oak Vineyard | NV White Oak | Umpqua Valley, Oregon

Heavenly aromas of butterscotch and tropical fruit waft from the glass. Generous layers of
grilled pineapple, vanilla-accented poached apples, buttered toast, cinnamon and a squeeze
of fresh Navel orange fill the mouth. Full bodied and polished with oak nuances adding further
dimension. The wine is precisely balanced, and the finish is energizing.

This palate pleasing dry blend of Pinot Gris and Gewürztraminer opens with an expressive
floral aroma. Succulent passion fruit, lychee, and Gala apple, accents of wet stone
minerality, and fresh squeezed lemon juice decorate the palate. Smoothly textured and
fresh, a tasty afternoon quaffer.

Food pairing: Apricot/pecan baked brie | SRP: $32 | www.trinitascellars.com

Food pairing: Smoked salmon & cream cheese on cucumber rounds | SRP: $20
www.tripleoakvineyard.com

Domaine Nicolas-Jay | 2015 Bishop’s Creek Pinot Noir | Willamette Valley, Oregon
Joseph Phelps | 2012 Insignia | Napa Valley, California
Seductive and nuanced, this minerally Pinot Noir shows off earthy old world characteristics with
ripe cherry, pomegranate and raspberry new world fruit elements. Exotic spice, truffle notes and
expertly managed French oak add complexity. Sophisticated and multilayered with a divine
texture and precise balance, positively a cellarworthy selection.
Food pairing: Seared duck with a pomegranate glaze | SRP: $100 | www.nicolas-jay.com
Smith-Madrone Vineyards & Winery | 2014 Riesling
Spring Mountain District, Napa Valley, California
Fragrant citrus blossom, slate and hints of earth show brilliantly on the nose with this
high-spirited, spot on Riesling. White peach, Meyer lemon, crushed herbs, honeysuckle and a
solid thread of minerality simply dazzle the palate. Impeccable balance and verve carry through
the long, lime-accented finish.
Food pairing: Crab and scallop risotto | SRP: $30 | www.smithmadrone.com
Domaine Drouhin Oregon | 2016 Edition Rosé | Willamette Valley, Oregon
The scintillating pale pink hue and fresh berry aroma of this pristine Rosé of Pinot Noir invite
you into the glass. Delicate and lacy yet deep in flavor, where strawberry preserves, cranberry
juice, key lime and sweet red cherries join bracing acidity in the mouth. Finishes with elegance,
brightness, and persistence.
Food pairing: Calamari & garlic sauté | SRP: $25 | www.domainedrouhin.com
Rombauer Vineyards | 2016 Sauvignon Blanc | Napa Valley, California
Gorgeous aromas show off pure varietal recognition. The perfect level of
herbaceousness is captured in this vivacious Sauv Blanc, with scents of fresh summer
grass leading to a bursting display of grapefruit, candied lime peel, juicy nectarine, kiwi,
and lemon verbena on the palate. Lively acidity is well placed, and the invigorating
finish is refreshing.
Food pairing: Tempura prawns | SRP: $24 | www.rombauer.com
Eminent Domaine | Estate Vineyard 2015 Pinot Noir
Ribbon Ridge, Willamette Valley, Oregon
Forest floor and brambleberry fruit fill the senses at first whiff. Delicious layers of Chelan
cherries, red raspberries, hints of earth, boysenberries and savory spice elements at the core join
toasty oak undertones (from 45% new French oak aging), and the tannins are refined. Lustrous,
deeply flavored and well balanced through the mineral-tinged finish.

This seamless, ageworthy Bordeaux blend, composed of 75% Cab Sauvignon, 10%
Merlot, 10% Petit Verdot, 3% Malbec and 2% Cab Franc, rocks my world. Compelling
aromas of dark fruit, sandalwood and spice steer the way. Complex and focused with
layer after layer of blackberries, earthiness, black cherries, blueberries, cassis, tobacco
leaf, graphite, baking spices and skillfully integrated oak. Firmly structured with polished
tannins and a lengthy finish; built to go the distance.
Food pairing: Grilled top sirloin | SRP: $220 | www.josephphelps.com
Walla Walla Vintners | 2015 Cabernet Franc | Columbia Valley, Washington
Here is a Cab Franc that brims with purity, starting at the classic violet aroma. On entry, it bursts
out with vigor, delivering melodious flavors of Bing cherry, blueberry, savory spice, black
raspberry, slight notes of herbed tomato consommé, cassis and graphite to the palate.
Meticulous balance, lovely weight and supple tannins lead to a long, memorable finish.
Food pairing: Eggplant Parmesan | SRP: $36 | www.wallawallavintners.com
Obsidian Ridge | 2013 “Half Mile” Proprietary Red | Red Hills, Lake County, California
Violets on the nose set the stage for this impressive, terroir driven Cabernet Sauv/Petit Verdot
blend, from vineyards planted one half mile high. Complex and multi-dimensional with layers
of cassis, cacao nibs, black plums, toffee, toast, anise seed, a twist of black pepper, and
minerality interlacing on the palate. Intensely structured with firm tannins; clearly
cellarworthy. Decant if you pop the cork now.
Food pairing: Filet of beef w/Gorgonzola sauce | SRP: $65 | www.tricyclewine.com
Shannon Ridge Family of Wines | 2014 High Valley Petite Sirah
Lake County, California
From vines planted at an elevation of 2,200 feet comes this sophisticated Petite Sirah.
Exquisite on the nose with a floral and fruity fragrance. A solid foundation of dark fruit is
supported by firm tannins and a nice edge of acidity. Flavors of blackberries, mulberries,
blueberries, mocha, black pepper and cloves join well integrated oak (aged 20 months in 15%
new French oak). A fine example of power and grace in a glass!
Food pairing: Pan roasted venison | SRP: $30 | www.shannonridge.com

Food pairing: Pork shoulder with sesame broccoli | SRP: $46 | www.eminentdomaine.com
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Brassfield Estate Winery | 2015 Volcanic Ridge Vineyard Grenache
Lake County, California
This is one sexy Grenache. Intricately textured, spicy and elegant with soft earth tones, and the
purity of raspberry, wild strawberry and dark cherry fruit is glorious. The wine’s richness and
complexity speak to its volcanic soil origins. Aging 18 months in 15% new 85% neutral French
oak curves the edges, contributing to this full-bodied wine’s lithe, cohesive feel on the palate.
Finely balanced through the stylish finish.

R Vineyards | 2016 Viognier | Lake County, California
Engaging aromas of jasmine and sweet fruit simply charm the senses. Vibrant and juicy as
sun-kissed guava, honeysuckle, mango and clingstone peach flavors wrap around a nice spine
of acidity. Well balanced with a silky smooth texture, this beautifully finessed wine offers a
light dusting of sweet spice as it makes its way to the radiant, uplifting finish.
Food pairing: Grouper with tarragon butter sauce | SRP: $18 | www.rvineyards.com

Food pairing: Moroccan lamb stew | SRP: $40 | www.brassfieldestate.com

Boatique Winery | 2014 Cabernet Sauvignon | Red Hills, Lake County, California

Gregory Graham Wines | 2012 Crimson Hill Vineyard Syrah
Red Hills, Lake County, California

Aromas of dark fruits and tobacco set the stage for this satisfying Cabernet Sauv. Lush
while remaining very bright, with layers of spice-tinted black elderberry jam, sweet
blackberries, tobacco leaf and vanilla custard underlined by attractive oak nuances. If you visit,
don’t miss their remarkable display of finely crafted boats, too.

Rich blue and black fruits at the core take on complementary flavors of pepper spice, hints of
leather, and understated notes of teriyaki-marinated beef. The oak treatment is brilliantly
managed and adds complexity. The aromatics are gorgeous. After the final sip, revel in the
aroma of the empty glass!
Food pairing: Marinated steak and Portobello kabobs | SRP: $22 | www.ggwines.com
Fore Family Vineyards | 2013 Cobb Mountain Vineyard GSM
Red Hills, Lake County, California
Planted on a hilltop at 3,000 feet elevation, this jazzy blend of Grenache, Syrah and Mourvedre
is richly fruited with boysenberries, black currants and raspberry jam melding with notes of
roasted meat and allspice. Plush tannins and a firm structure are bolstered by a nice level of
acidity, and the wine finishes on a high note.
Food pairing: Seared trout with orange/basil salsa | SRP: $32 | www.forewines.com
Hawk & Horse Vineyards | 2011 Cabernet Sauvignon
Red Hills, Lake County, California
Deep, dark and dense is this full bodied, complex Cabernet Sauv. Cassis, loganberry, and black
cherry fruit meld with tobacco leaf, a touch of earth, underlying oak, cocoa and pencil shaving
nuances. Nicely built with purity of fruit, flawless texture, and classic Cab Sauv characteristics.
The integration of fine balance, depth of fruit and firm tannins suggests more years of
enjoyment ahead.
Food pairing: Flank steak Bordelaise | SRP: $75 | www.hawkandhorsevineyards.com
Six Sigma Ranch and Winery | 2013 Reserve Tempranillo | Lake County, California
This deeply hued Tempranillo is richly scented and will coax you right in to the glass.
Concentrated black plum preserves, blackberries, a pinch of herbs, and tobacco commingle with
earthiness, crushed pink peppercorns, and underlying oak. Lush and mouth-coating, it boasts a
smooth texture and fine balance, and the finish lingers.
Food pairing: Braised short ribs | SRP: $48 | www.sixsigmaranch.com
Noggle Vineyards & Winery | 2012 Old Long Valley Vineyard Cabernet Sauvignon
Lake County, California
The stunning aroma of cinnamon and clove keeps me transfixed. A delectable weave of Lapins
cherry, black raspberry, red currant, hints of earth, tobacco, allspice, and cocoa accents. Aging for
30 months in French oak barrels contributes magnificent toasty oak spice subtleties as it leads to
a long finale. Lovely now, and clear promise for further aging time, as well.
Food pairing: Spice rubbed lamb loin | SRP: $36 | www.nogglevineyardsandwinery.com

A M E R I C A N W I N E S O C I E T Y. O R G

Food pairing: Beef Empanadas | SRP: $40 | www.boatiquewines.com
Steele Wines | 2014 Cabernet Franc | Lake County, California
The essence of fresh earth and dusty berries on the nose provide a pleasing entree to this
spirited Cab Franc. Sweet black plums, cassis, milk chocolate, multi-colored peppercorns,
graphite, and faint notes of roasted red peppers coat the palate. Soft, approachable
tannins, nice oak influence, and moderate acidity complete the pretty package.
Food pairing: Roasted wild boar | SRP: $19 | www.steelewines.com
Rosa d’Oro Vineyards | 2013 Carmen Dessert Wine | California
Here’s a delicious night cap, composed of 50% Refosco and 50% Tinta Roriz.Opulent and
well balanced with velvety layers of spiced plum torte, toffee, black raspberry liqueur,
dried cherries, dark chocolate, fruitcake, orange peel, and chewy vanilla caramel adorning
the palate. Sweet dreams!
Food pairing: Fresh figs and roasted nuts | SRP: $20 (375ml) | www.rosadorovineyards.com

About The Author
Ellen Landis, CS, CSW, is a published wine writer, certified sommelier,
wine educator and professional wine judge. She spent four years as a sommelier
at the Ritz Carlton and sixteen years as Wine Director/Sommelier at the award
winning boutique hotel she and her husband built and operated in Half Moon
Bay, CA. They recently sold the hotel to devote more time to the world of wine.
Ellen is a moderator for highly acclaimed w i n e e v e n t s , j u d g e s n u m e ro u s
re g i o n a l , n a t i o n a l a n d international wine competitions each year, and creates and executes wine seminars for individuals and corporations. She has
traveled extensively to wine regions around the globe.
Contact Ellen at ellen@ellenonwine.com
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EVERY CORK TELLS A STORY

and most recently, a cork recycler in

by Jim Rink

special Cuvée honoring John Parducci,

Austin, Texas.

“Mr. Mendocino.”

found all over Pinterest and Etsy. But one

“Every cork tells a story,” he says. “Sitting in

85 showcases the heartland varietals of

artist in Michigan has fully elevated the

the studio, sifting through boxes of corks, I

humble wine cork by creating museum

start thinking about the origin of the cork,

quality portraits with hundreds of

the drinking of the wine, what happened

thousands of corks.

the night that wine was shared among

The crafty up-cycling of wine corks can be

friends. My portraits, like people, are made

Mendocino County – Cabernet Sauvignon
(69%), Merlot (18%), Petite Verdot (8%) and
Cabernet Franc (5%). 85, released in May, is
priced at $45 per bottle with the 241
cases produced available directly from

up of thousands of stories.”

the winery website.

commissioned to replicate the

Gundersen’s last commission took him

Crafted by renowned head winemaker

likenesses of Courtney Cox, famous writers

to Big Cork Vineyards in Rohrersville,

like Gabriel García Márquez and the King

Maryland. He used 14,000-16,000 corks

and Queen of Spain. His art graces the halls

to create a portrait of the winemaker.

of the Kennedy Center for the

The project took about 65-80 hours

Performing Arts in Washington, D.C., and

to complete. For more information, visit:

can be viewed at Ripley’s Believe It Or Not!

www.scottjamesgundersen.com/cork

In the last decade, Scott Gundersen has
completed 25 works and has been

Museums in London and San Francisco.

PARDUCCI TURNS 85
To create these stunning wor ks,
Gundersen has used close to a quarter of

Parducci® Wine Cellars, Mendocino’s

a million wine corks that he’s collected over

longest running winery, is celebrating its

his 10-year career from co-workers, friends,

85th anniversary with the release of 85, a
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Bob Swain, who is celebrating his 20th
anniversary as Parducci’s winemaker, 85
represents the best of the 2015 Vintage.
“In anticipation of our 85th Anniversary we
selected some of our most prized fruit and
crafted an exceptional blend that would
make John Parducci proud,” said Swain.
In celebration of their 85th anniversary
Parducci Wine Cellars is also featuring a
True Grit Petite Sirah varietal retrospective
of the 2004, 2005 and 2006 vintages. These
highly-regarded wines, stored perfectly
A M E R I C A N W I N E S O C I E T Y. O R G

in their cellars, will only be available for a

taste preferences, along with 10 genetic

an internal women’s leadership initiative.

short time via their tasting room and

markers related to smell and taste to iden-

Topics to include Organizational Structure,

Direct-to-Consumer website.

tify eight unique Vinome taste profiles.

Elements of an Effective Women’s Initiative,

Customer results will reveal primary

Workplace Diversity, Succession Planning,

“John Parducci was a huge lover of Petite

wine flavor affinities along with how

Financial Equality, How to Start and Run

Sirah and Bob has carried the torch and

likely they are to respond to flavors such

a Successful Mentoring Program, How to

made some of the best not only in

as traces of leather, minerals, honey-

Measure Program Effectiveness, and others.

Mendocino County but in the state,” says

suckle, and more. From the bright, crisp

Tim Thornhill, owner.

citrus flavors of Vibrant Grove to the rich

For more information about the Executive

and complex flavors of The Big Bold, cus-

Summit, how to become a Corporate

tomers can shop for hard-to-find bottles

Partner or Member of Women of the Vine

curated specifically for their Vinome in the

& Spirits, visit womenofthevine.com.

WINE — IT’S IN YOUR DNA
Vinome isn’t your garden-variety curated

online store, or join the quarterly wine

wine service. Founded in 2015 by a team of

club. Either way, Vinome delivers direct

genetic scientists and wine experts, the first

to their doorstep.

DNA-based wine experience harnesses the
longstanding science of taste to pair wine

The Vinome process is quick and easy.

lovers and wine discoverers with boutique

Customers sign up online, take a taste

wine selections on a much deeper level.

preference survey and in a few days

Using DNA. Vino + genome = Vinome.

will receive a saliva kit and instructions.
A postage paid envelope is provided for

“After years of analyzing

sending the sample to the lab, and in just

DNA to develop med-

a few weeks, they will receive their

icines for cancer, we

Vinome and access to the online store and

started thinking,” said

wine club.

Sara Riordan, Vinome
co-founder, “If there’s

For more information or to start your

a gene that tells you

Vinome journey, visit Vinome.com. Or find

whether

us on Facebook, Instagram, Twitter and

you

like

Brussels sprouts or

YouTube at @myvinome.

not, and whether
you like cilantro

WOMEN OF THE VINE AND SPIRITS

or not, why aren’t
we using genet-

Women of the Vine & Spirits, the leading

ics to tell people

trade alliance devoted to the advancement

whether

they

of women in the alcohol beverage

would favor a

industry and advocating for diversity

certain wine?”

initiatives will facilitate the first of its kind
gathering of top male and female

Vinome

does

executives in the alcohol beverage

just that. The

industry for its inaugural Executive Summit,

profoundly

held September 13, at City Winery in

personalized

New York City.

wine

experi-

ence analyzes

The Executive Summit will focus on topics

the nuances of

and best practices for starting or growing
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ADVERTISE IN THE AWS WINE JOURNAL TODAY!
When you advertise in the Wine Journal, you align your brand with the oldest and largest consumerbased wine appreciation organization in North America.
Our articles are fresh, creative and educational. We continually work with our writers to deliver articles that
educate our readers and keep them engaged in the wine industry. Issues include articles on…
			People, places, events and trends in the wine industry
			The art and science of wine-making for amateurs and professionals
			Fascinating facts and information about wine and wine tasting
		Travel stories from romantic wineries to exotic locals
		Food, recipes and complimentary wine parings to please any palate

Contact AWS today to place your ad in Wine Journal.
David Falchek | 888.297.9070 | (fax) 570.344.4825 | executivedirector@americanwinesociety.org

a m e r i c a n w i n e s o c i e t y. o r g

NEXT ISSUE OF THE JOURNAL
Michael Cervin uncovers the
roots of Champagne Bollinger
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ADVERTISE WITH US!

WHO READS THE JOURNAL?
The Wine Journal reaches
a targeted market of
sophisticated and
knowledgeable wine
consumers. Of the members,
98% drink wine every
week, 60% buy at least
ten cases of wine yearly,
and 35% make wine. 60%
of Wine Journal readers
travel to wine regions
at least once per year.

AD RESERVATION
AND REMITTANCE
American Wine Society
Att: David Falchek
PO Box 889 | Scranton, PA 18501
888-AWS-9070 | (fax) 937.529.7888
executivedirector@americanwinesociety.org

Get Intimate Insights Into The Wine World Of

BORDEAUX
BURGUNDY / CHAMPAGNE
GERMANY / ALSACE

www.ombiasypr.com	
  
aschiller@ombiasypr.com	
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AD SUBMISSION
TECHNICAL QUESTIONS
The Blue Guy, LLC
Att: Steve Porter
2185 Britt Street
Grayson, GA 30017
404.925.2677
steve@theblueguy.com

The American Wine Society

Wine Journal is the official
journal of the American Wine Society,
a non-profit educational organization
dedicated to the education of its
members and the general public
on all aspects of wine.
The Wine Journal is a quarterly
publication and is sent to all
AWS members, either
electronically or in print.
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Address Service
Requested
PO Box 889
Scranton, PA 18501

Follow AWS
A M E R I C A N W I N E S O C I E T Y. O R G
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